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1. Red Vibes

2. biospheRe

Painting by teresa fabra cadena (www.artesolu.de)

Photo by Markus c. keller  (www.lightgrains.com)



3. RelocatoR
Photo by Markus c. keller  (www.lightgrains.com)

4. pRoxima
Photo by Markus c. keller (www.lightgrains.com)



5. aaVishkaR
Drawing by Stefan artwin

6. 13 ReasoNs
Painting by: Matthias Breithaupt



8. the alchemist
Painting by teresa fabra cadena (www.artesolu.de)

7. URbaN blUe
Photo by: Markus C. Keller:  (www.lightgrains.com)



Derek Sherinian’s keyboards recorded at Beachwood Manor Studios, Burbank, ca.
engineer: Peter tinari
additional engineering by Daniel Meron (solos on tracks 1, 3, 5 and 7)

frank tinge’s drums recorded at Mastersound Studio, eelde, netherlands
engineer: niels lingbeek
www.mastersoundstudio.nl

Design/cover/artwork by www.colourbites.de

contact: relocator@relocator-project.com
Official website: www.relocator-project.com
relocator on MySpace: www.myspace.com/relocatorproject

Mixed at rockin ram Studios, fuerth, germany
Mastered by Markus c. keller, Vienna, austria, www.keller-music.com
Produced by Stefan artwin and Michael Pruchnicki

stefan would like to thank:
Markus keller, Derek Sherinian, kelli Beale, Matthias Breithaupt, teresa fabra cadena, yvonne kirsch, Peter tinari, 
Bartek Strycharski, Dave Mola,
Special thanks to frank tinge
Very special thanks to Michael Pruchnicki for continuous support to make this cD possible

michael would like to thank:
Stefanie Schetter, Derek Sherinian, Peter tinari, Daniel Meron, niels lingbeek, gabor Schraub, Sean reinert, Dave 
Mola, ansgar Steidle (for the fretless early on), Joachim Breuer and all the kind people who helped us get the word 
out about this project. you rock!

Frank would like to thank:
Stefan artwin, Michael “kyo” Pruchnicki, Michel tinge for getting me started on the drums, Bert tinge for  
introducing me to good music, my parents, my band Superbug (www.superbug.nl), Meinte Boersma, Stefanie 
louwes and her family, DJ Menyo, niels lingbeek, Miltos lympitsounis, Mauricio garcez, Jacob Mulder, all  
of my friends and family and my internet friends. thanks!

special gUest:
deRek sheRiNiaN

(keyboards)

   baRtEK stRychaRski
(electric Violin)

FRaNk tiNge
(Drums, Percussion)

michael pRUchNicki
(Bass, fretless Bass)

steFaN aRtwiN
(guitars, Programming)

On this album, RelocatoR was brought to life by:



1.  Red Vibes 
(Stefan artwin)

2.  biospheRe 
(Stefan artwin)

3.  RelocatoR 
(Stefan artwin, Michael Pruchnicki)

4.  pRoxima 
(Stefan artwin)

5.  aaVishkaR 
(Stefan artwin, Michael Pruchnicki)

6.  13 ReasoNs 
(Stefan artwin, Michael Pruchnicki)

7.  URbaN blUe 
(Stefan artwin)

8.  the alchemist 
(Stefan artwin, Michael Pruchnicki)
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